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Abstrat: Distributed R-trees overlays reently emerged as an alternative fore�iently implementing DHT-free publish/subsribe ommuniation primitives.Overlays using R-tree index strutures o�er logarithmi delivery garanties, guar-antee zero false negatives and onsiderably redue the number of false positives.In this paper we extend the distributed R-trees (DR-Trees) in order to meettwo key requirements in massively distributed video game appliations: loadbalaning and low lateny. Our optimizations target both the strutural or-ganisation of the DR-Trees and the publiation poliies. The ontribution ofthe urrent work steams in an extensive evaluation of the novel struture alongfour parameters: lateny, load, salability and the rate of false positives. In-terestingly, the novel struture performs better than the traditional distributedR-tree both in terms of load balaning and lateny. Additionally, it does notalter the performanes related to the salability and the rate of false positivesand negatives a node has to �lter.Key-words: Publish/subsribe, Distributed R-Trees, Performane evaluation,Distributed multiplayer games
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Filtrage d'informations e�ae pour les jeuxvidéo massivement distribuésRésumé : Les réseaux logiques basés sur des R-trees répartis ont réemmentémergé omme une alternative aux DHTs pour implémenter e�aement desprimitives de ommuniation de type publiation/abonnement. Ces réseauxutilisent les strutures d'index des R-Trees pour garantir une délivrane desmessages logarithmique, l'absene de faux négatifs tout en réduisant onsidéra-blement le nombre de faux positifs. Dans e rapport nous étendons les R-Treesdistribués (DR-Tree) pour les adapter à deux besoins lés des jeux massivementrépartis : la répartitions de harge entre les pairs et une faible latene de om-muniation. Nos optimisations modi�ent à la fois la struture du réseau de pairset les stratégies de publiations. Une de nos prinipales ontributions onsisteà évaluer de manière préise la nouvelle struture selon quatre métriques : lalatene, la harge, l'extensibilité et le taux de faux positifs. Nous montrons quenos optimisations permettent d'améliorer notablement la répartition de hargeet les latenes de publiation. De plus, elles n'a�etent pas les bonnes propriétésdes DR-Trees en termes d'extensibilité et de taux de faux positifs et négatifsque haque pair doit �ltrer.Mots-lés : Publiation/abonnement, R-Trees distribués, Evaluation de per-formane, Jeux multi-joueur répartis



E�ient �ltering for distributed games 31 IntrodutionPublish/Subsribe primitives imposed themselves as novel and e�ient om-muniation abstrations with a broad lass of appliations (e.g. stoks man-agement or ommuniation abstrations for large sale systems). Reently,publish/subsribe primitives found an interesting appliation in massively dis-tributed video games where the pertinent information has to be e�iently dis-tributed to the interested parties only. In these systems the amount of in-formation a node has to proess is ritial sine nodes have to onserve theiromputational power and bandwidth in order to fully satisfy the users expe-tation. Therefore, ommuniation primitives targeted to redue noisy events(false positives or negatives) are highly requested. Publish/Subsribe imple-mented on top of distributed R-trees overlays, �rst introdued in [7℄, are provento be e�ient ommuniation primitives. They have been designed to o�er zerofalse negatives and redue the number of false positives. Interestingly, they alsoo�er a logarithmi delivery omplexity. These harateristis make them ap-pealing for appliations like P2P video games where nodes have to proess onlypertinent information. However, their main drawbak is their unbalaned load.That is, nodes in harge of the top levels of the overlay have to deal with animportant load due to the high tra� they have to proess (new subsriptionsand events are generally �ltered using a top-down strategy). Therefore, in P2Pvideo games where the maintenane of the overlay is performed by the playersthemselves1, these overlays need to be optimized along two other important ri-teria: load and lateny. The aim of this paper is to improve distributed R-treein order to o�er load balaning and low lateny while maintaining their originalfeatures related to redued number of noisy events.Our ontribution. In this paper we optimize the distributed R-Tree over-lays in order to meet the two main requirements of massively distributed videogames. First, pertinent information has to be quikly distributed to all the in-terested parties. Seond, the residual tra� has to be minimized in order to notpenalize users with redued bandwidth. Our optimizations are twofold. Firstwe target strutural optimization dupliating the virtual links between nodesin the distributed R-tree. Then we propose novel strategies for events dissem-ination that fully exploit the new added links. The real ontribution of thepaper steams in the extensive evaluation of the performanes of our optimizedpublish/subsribe ommuniation primitive targeting two main riteria: latenyand load. Interestingly, the new struture performs better than the traditionaldistributed R-tree both in terms of load balaning and lateny. Additionally, itdoes not alter the performanes related to the struture salability and the rateof false positives and negatives a node has to �lter.2 Related WorkPublish/subsribe systems have reeived muh attention and have been exten-sively studied in the last few years [2, 16℄. In suh systems, onsumers speifysubsriptions, indiating the type of ontent that they are interested in, using1Note that in these systems players are mainly onerned with their bandwidth and fastreativity.RR n° 7008



4 Arantes & Sens & Valerosome prediate language. For eah inoming message (event), a ontent-basedrouter mathes the message ontents against the set of subsriptions to iden-tify and route the message to the set of interested onsumers. Therefore, theonsumers and the produers are unaware of eah other and the destinationis omputed dynamially based on the message ontents and the ative set ofsubsriptions.Traditional ontent routing systems are usually based on a �xed infrastru-ture of reliable brokers that �lter and route messages on behalf of the produersand the onsumers. This routing proess is a omplex and time-onsuming oper-ation, as it often requires the maintenane of large routing tables on eah routerand the exeution of omplex �ltering algorithms (e.g., [3, 11, 15℄) to math eahinoming message against every known subsription. The use of summarizationtehniques (e.g., subsription aggregation [8, 10℄) alleviates those issues, but atthe ost of signi�ant ontrol message overhead or a loss of routing auray.Another approah to ontent routing is to design it free of broker infrastru-ture, and organize publishers and onsumers in a peer-to-peer overlay throughwhih messages �ow to interested parties. Several designs of DHT-based peer-to-peer publish/subsribe systems were proposed [9, 24, 17, 13, 12, 4, 23℄. Themain advantage of these approahes is their salability, although most of themsu�er from two problems: the loss of auray (apparition of false negatives orfalse positives) and poor lateny in senarios with high hurn. In this paperwe are interested in publish/subsribe ommuniation primitives that meet themassively distributed games requirements: redue number of noisy events, loadbalaning and low lateny. Hene, for suh approahes to be e�ient, the over-lay on top of whih the primitive is implemented must: avoid false negatives (aregistered onsumer failing to reeive a message it is interested in); minimize theourrene of false positives (a onsumer reeiving a message that it is not inter-ested in); self-adapt to the dynami nature of the systems, with peers joining,leaving, and failing; balane the load of the subsribers in harge of the overlaymaintenane and e�iently distribute events to the interested parties (provide alow lateny). None of the previously mentioned systems meet all these riteria.In the massively distributed video games the most popular publish/subsribesystem is Merury having a similar design with [23℄. Merury [6℄ is a peer-to-peer DHT supporting multi-attribute range-queries and expliit load balaningon top of whih a First Person Shooter (FPS) dediated publish/subsribe hasbeen built and used in Cadueus [6℄ and Colyseus [5℄. Subsriptions are mappedon range queries, publiations on lassi DHT put() operation and eah attributeto a dimension. Merury reates one ring per dimension; eah peer belongs toseveral rings. It doesn't sale with dimension number however it performs wellin systems with moderated number of dimensions. Eah peer knows for eahring its predeessor, its suessor and has k long links obtained by lazy random-walk. k may vary from one peer to another, from one node to another and fromone ring to another. On publiation, an event is inserted in eah ring where it isrouted aording to the orresponding attribute (resp. dimension). Under theassumption of uniform node's ranges on eah ring, Merury route any event in
O(

1

k
log2n). Due to the ring-overlay design nodes in Merury have to proessboth false positives and negatives.Kademlia [19℄ is a DHT that has been used as an underlayer for a SeondLife peer-to-peer lient [22℄. Peers are onneted as a BST aording theirINRIA



E�ient �ltering for distributed games 5160-bit IDs. For eah bit of its ID, a peer keeps a list of k peers having adi�erent value for that bit. k is parameterisable, it may di�er from one peer toanother and from one bit to another. Those links allows O(log n) publiation.Moreover, peers heavily ahe information about other peers during routingproess. As routing is done aording XOR metri, it takes high bene�ts ofahing. But DHT API is inadequate for loalisation system that express rangequeries or zone of interests [21℄. Walkad [21℄ is an extension of Kademlia thattends to satisfy those requirements by organizing the Kademlia keyspae in areverse binary trie using the Gray Code. It divides the virtual world into atomidisjointed areas (ells) and assoiates a key to eah of them. It makes adjaentells having adjaent keys, emulating spatial loality and region ontainment.3 Publish/Subsribe ModelWe onsider a distributed dynami system where publishers and subsribers areorganized in a broker-free overlay, i.e., a peer-to-peer struture. Hene, everypeer in the overlay may have three roles: publisher/subsriber and router. Eahpeer typially registers one subsription and may or not publish events. Also,the peers may partiipate in the event dissemination, i.e., the event mathingand forwarding proess is ompletely distributed among the peers in the system.As most other publish/subsribe systems, we assume that an event ontainsa set of attributes with assoiated values. In this work we onsider omplex�lters expressed as the onjuntion of multiple range prediates. Geometrially,these omplex �lters de�ne poly-spae retangles in an Eulidean spae. Thisrepresentation aptures well the range �lters expressed in most popular pub-lish/subsribe systems (e.g., [2, 20, 8, 14℄).An event spei�es a value for eah attribute and orresponds geometriallyto a point. Without restraining the generality, we illustrate our algorithms ontwo-dimensional �lters orresponding to retangles in a two-dimensional spae.If one attribute is unde�ned, then the orresponding retangle is unbounded inthe assoiated dimension. If an attribute is omposed of disjoint ranges, thesubsription will be represented as multiple retangles. In that ase, we ansplit the original subsription into several new subsriptions, one per retangle,or merge the multiple ranges of every attribute to produe a single subsription,at the prie of degraded auray.In order to improve event dissemination, publish/subsribe systems an takeadvantage of the property of subsription ontainment,2 whih is de�ned as fol-lows: subsription Si ontains another subsription Sj (written Si ⊒ Sj) i� anyevent m that mathes Sj also mathes Si. Conversely, we say that Sj is on-tained by Si and we write Sj ⊑ Si. Note that the ontainment relationship istransitive and de�nes a partial order. Geometrially, subsription ontainmentorresponds to the enlosure relationships between the poly-spae retangles.When organizing the peers based on the ontainment relationship of their sub-sriptions, only the peers that are interested in an event will partiipate in themathing and forwarding proedure. In this way, events an be quikly dissem-inated without inurring signi�ant �ltering ost.2The term overing is also ommonly used in the literature.RR n° 7008



6 Arantes & Sens & Valero4 R-Trees OverlaysIn this setion we reall the main arateristis of the R-Tree index strutureand its distributed version.4.1 R-Trees index struturesR-trees were �rst introdued in [18℄. An R-tree is a height-balaned tree han-dling objets whose representation an be irumsribed in a poly-spae ret-angle. Eah leaf-node in the tree is an array of pointers to spatial objets. AnR-tree is haraterized by the following properties:� Every non-leaf node has a maximum of M and at least m entries where
m ≤ M/2, exept for the root.� The minimum number of entries in the root node is two, unless it is a leafnode. In this ase, it may ontain zero or one entry.� Eah entry in a non-leaf node is represented by (mbr,p), where the mbris the minimum bounding retangle (MBR) that enloses the MBRs ofits hild node and p is the pointer to the hild node. Eah entry in a leafnode is represented by (mbr,oid), where the mbr is the MBR that spatiallyenloses the objet and oid is the pointer to the objet.� All the leaf nodes are at the same level.� The height of an R-tree ontaining N objets is ⌈logm(N)⌉ − 1.� The worst spae utilization for eah node exept the root is m/M .In a lassial R-tree struture, the atual objets are only stored in the leavesof the tree and the internal nodes only maintain MBRs.4.2 Distributed R-tree OverlayIn this setion we reall the harateristis of the DR-trees index strutureintrodued �rst in [7℄. Subsribers self-organize in a balaned virtual tree overlaybased on the semanti relations between their subsriptions. Eah �lter is aretangle and an be represented using oordinates in a two dimensional spae.The overlay preserves the R-trees index struture features: bounded degree pernode and searh time logarithmi in the size of the network. Moreover, theproposed overlay opes with the dynamism of the system.Unlike the traditional R-trees, eah node in the struture is under the re-sponsibility of a peer. The DR-tree struture is de�ned by the logial linksbetween subsribers or peers depending on the relation between their �lters.Every peer in the overlay registers for at least one subsription that is stored atthe leaves of the tree. Depending on the nature of a peer's subsription, it maybe responsible also for internal nodes of the tree. The subsriber responsiblefor an internal node of the tree �lters events for all subsribers responsible forthe nodes in its subtree. In order to maintain the balaned nature of the tree,a subsriber responsible for some node in the overlay is also responsible for oneinternal node at eah level of its subtree. More preisely, an internal node p isINRIA



E�ient �ltering for distributed games 7reursively its own hild in the subtree rooted by p. Therefore, a peer may haveto maintain more than one parent link and hildren set.The organization of the subsribers has a strong in�uene on the routingauray and the number of false positives in the system. The following propertyis preserved:Property 1 (Weak Containment Awareness). Given two �lters S1 and S2 with
S1 ⊑ S2, then the topmost instane of S1 is not an anestor of the topmostinstane of S2 in the DR-tree.This property guarantees that a ontainee �lter will not be a parent of aontainer �lter, as it would degrade routing auray.In addition, it is desirable to implement a stronger variant of the ontainmentawareness property:De�nition 1. Let �lter S1 be alled an aessor of �lter S2 if the topmostinstane of S1 is an anestor or sibling of the topmost instane of S2 in the tree.Property 2 (Strong Containment Awareness). Given two �lters S1 and S2with S1 ⊏ S2, then either S2 is an aessor of S1 in the DR-tree, or there exists
S3 suh that S1 ⊏ S3, S2 6⊑ S3, S3 6⊑ S2, and S3 is an aessor of S1 in theDR-tree.This property would ensure that a ontainee �lter is a desendant of itsontainers. Beause of the height-balaning mehanism, it might not be possibleto register a ontainee deep enough in the tree as hild of one of its ontainer; inthat ase, it an be inserted as a sibling of the ontainer. The seond lause ofthe property deals with the ase of a �lter having two ontainer �lters that do notover eah other (remember that the ontainment relationship is a partial order).Therefore, the ontainee may beome a desendant of either of its ontainer.In order to preserve the ontainment awareness properties and minimize thelikeliness for false positives, the root of a subtree is the node whose urrent MBRis largest, i.e., whih provides most overage over the MBR of the new root.5 Optimized Distributed R-TreeIn this setion we detail the optimizations we propose for the lassial distributedR-trees desribed in Setion 4. We address both the topologial extensions andpropose novel publiation strategies. In the following node refers a peer in theDR-tree overlay.5.1 Topologial extensionsIn order to improve ommuniations between peers (aording di�erent riteriasuh as availability, lateny and load balaning) we improve the onnetivityof a DR-Tree by adding some links to the ommuniation graph3: onnetionsbetween brother nodes and anestors.3The graph de�ned by the virtual onnetions between the peers in the DR-Tree overlay
RR n° 7008



8 Arantes & Sens & ValeroBrothers Connetions. In order to redue the delivery time of events andhene the lateny of events distribution we add links between brother nodes.Logially, two peers are brothers if and only if they share the same father. Thisrelation is symmetri, transitive and non-re�exive. Note that other overlayssuh as [23℄ use the brother relation in order to onnet similar nodes. In mostases brother nodes form a ring or a multi-ring. In our ase, for the sake ofe�ieny, the brother relation is a rossbar. This struture o�ers the maximalperformane in terms of lateny sine messages within the brother set are routedin one hope. The maintenane osts are low sine the number of brothers pernode does not exeed M nodes4.Anestors Connetions. A node is the anestor of another node if and onlyif the former is the father of the latter or the father of an anestor of the latter.In the lassial Distributed R-trees, subsribers learn their anestors duringtheir onnetion or the routing proess. Interestingly, this information has notbeen exploited so far. In the following, we onsider eah node has a spei� �eldwhere it stores its anestors.5.2 Publishing strategiesWe denote that a loal event is an event that has been published by the nodeitself, that an upgoing event is an event that a node has reeived from one of itshildren, and that a downgoing event is an event that a node has reeived fromits father. A publishing strategiy thus de�nes the tra� rules, i.e., the routesthat loal, upgoing and downgoing events should take.In the lassial DR-trees the publiation always starts from the root of thetree. However, the ontainment relation between MBRs entails the �ltering inboth diretions. Roughly, a peer reeiving an event has to forward it to itsinterested hildren and eventually to its father. In the following we enrih thepubliation poliy with four novel strategies.5.2.1 Double wave strategyIntuitively, in this strategy, an event is send up until it reahes the root, thenit is sent down towards interested peers (Figure 1). Loal events are alwaysforwarded to the publisher's father. Upgoing events reeived by a non rootpeer are forwarded to it's father. The root sends these events to its interestedhildren. Downgoing events are always forwarded to the interested hild.5.2.2 Enhaned double wave strategyThe enhanement onsists in an earlier start of downward propagation (Fig-ure 2). When an internal peer reeives an upgoing event from one of its hildren,it forwards the event both to its other interested hildren and to its father. Inthis sense, an internal peer behaves like a �loal root�, initiating the seond wavein its subtree.4Note that in [7℄ M equals 20 has been proven to be a good ompromise between the ostof maintenane and the number of false positives a node reeives INRIA



E�ient �ltering for distributed games 9p1p2p4 p5 p6 p3p7 p81 2 3 34 4 4 44Figure 1: Double wave strategy: p4 publishes an event that is of interest ofevery peer p1p2p4 p5 p6 p3p7 p81 2 22 3 4 4Figure 2: Enhaned double wave strategy: p4 publishes an event that interestsevery peer5.2.3 Brothers wave strategyThis strategy uses brother links to exploit �tree-loality� of a publiation (Figure3). The idea is that events that interest a node might also interest its broth-ers as well. Therefore, the publiation strategy is the following: loal eventsare forwarded to publisher's interested brothers, hildren, and father; upgoingevents are also forwarded to the reeiver's interested brothers and fathers (ifthe reeiver is not the root); downgoing events are forwarded to the interestedhildren. p1p2p4 p5 p6 p3p7 p81 11 22 3 3Figure 3: Brothers wave strategy: p4 publishes an event that interests everypeer5.2.4 Anestors wave strategyThis strategy uses anestors link to maximize messages di�usion parallelization.Loal events are published to interested hildren and every anestors of thepublisher (Figure 4); upgoing and downgoing events are forwarded to interestedhildren.RR n° 7008



10 Arantes & Sens & Valerop1p2p4 p5 p6 p3p7 p81 1 2 2 2 3 3Figure 4: Anestors wave strategy: p4 publishes an event that interests everypeer6 PerformanesThis setion presents a set of results aimed at evaluating the performane of thefour published strategies desribed in the previous setion.6.1 Simulation environnement and parametersExperiments were onduted on top of PeerSim[1℄, a Java-based disrete eventsimulator. They last 600 yles where a yle is a disrete unit of time. Publia-tion frequeny was 0.5 event per yle for eah peer. Network lateny betweentwo peers was 1 yle with a jitter of ± 0.1 yle.We have onsidered a 2D virtual area of [[0, 1024]]× [[0, 1024]] and a networkwith 1024 peers with one subsriber per peer. Eah peer (subsriber) has justone zone of interest, whose height and width are uniformly randomly distributedbetween [[5, 50]], and one zone of publiation. We denote the overing zone of apeer the MBR of the uppermost level that it holds.Every non-leaf node of the DR-Tree has a maximum of M=8 and a minimumof m=4 entries, exept the root whih has 2 entries. For the sake of evaluation,nodes an be grouped by level: 0 is the root level, 1 is root's hildren level, andso on. The level of the leaves is equal to the RTree height whih is equal to 4 inour experiments.Subsription distribution: Most of the massively distributed video gamespresent hotspot zones, i.e. �popular� regions in whih a group of peers havesimilar interests. Thus, based on population distributed of existing games, wehave onsidered in our experiments four hotspot distribution on�gurations forthe 1024 peer subsriptions of the system:� Cold (no hotspot): subsriptions are uniformly randomly distributed.� Warm (not very �popular� hotspots): the number of hotspots is 1024/8 =
128.� Hot (�popular� hotspots): the number of hotspots is √1024 = 32.� Burning (very �popular� hotspots): the number of hotspots is equal to
log(1024) = 10 hotspots.The Cold and Warm hotspot distributions respetively model the popula-tion distribution of deserted zones of DVE and interested zones of FPS games.The Hot distribution represents the population distribution of dense zones ofINRIA



E�ient �ltering for distributed games 11DVE like towns in MMO-RPG (World Of Warraft, Dofus or popular islands ofSeond Life) while the Burning one maps the population distribution of massivebattle�elds in MMO-RPG or wide events (onert, meeting).Publiation pattern: Peers (players) subsribe to the geographi area wherethey are and publish events related to their positions/movements/ations. How-ever, in video games, players are usually interested in a small part of the gamemap (zone) and they only interat with entities that are in that zone. Suha behavior thus implies that the publiation zone of a peer orresponds to itszone of interest, i.e., a peer publishes just in its own zone of interest. To ourexperiments, we have then onsidered that publiations are uniformly randomlydistributed in publishers' subsription zones.Metris: As previously explained, our goal in proposing new publishing strate-gies is to provide both low publiation lateny and good load balaning withoutinreasing noisy events suh as false positives (DR-Tree does not present falsenegatives) or limiting salability of the system. Hene, the metris we have usedto evaluate the four strategies are:� Lateny: the average time (in yles) elapsed between the moment anevent is published and its delivery to all subsribers whih are interestedin it;� Message load: this metri onerns both the fan in, the average numberof reeived messages per peer and fan out, the average number of sentmessages per peer;� False positive: the average number of false positives per level of theDR-Tree.� Salability: this metri onerns the lateny when the number of peersinreases.6.2 LatenyIn video games, lateny is losely related to interativity, gameplay smoothnessand game experiene quality. It measures the elapsed time between the momentan event takes plae and the moment all interested players are aware of it (e.g.the time elapsed between a bomb's explosion and the moment every near playeris warned of it; the elapsed time between a player kills another one and themoment every witness �sees� this ation, et. . . ).Figure 5 shows the lateny evaluation results for the four publiation strate-gies de�ned in Setion 5. X-axis orresponds to the number of subsribersonerned by a publiation. Notie that the older hotspots are, the lower thenumber of interested subsribers is. Y-axis orresponds to the average totalpubliation time.Sine a peer publishes in its respetive zone of interest, a publiation isdelivered at least to it. Thus, exept for the Double Wave strategy where everypublish event must be �rstly routed to the root, whenever an event is deliveredto exatly one peer (the event publisher), the average global publiation timeis equal to zero independently of the hotspots distribution. On the other hand,RR n° 7008



12 Arantes & Sens & Valero
(a) Cold: 1024 hotspots (b) Warm: 128 hotspots () Hot: 32 hotspots

(d) Burning: 10 hotspotsFigure 5: Average total propagation time versus event popularitythe higher the number of peers onerned by an event, the higher the hanesthat the event will have to be forwarded far from the the publisher and henerouted through more peers. Therefore, suh an event will take more time to bedelivered to all interested subsribers.Compared to the Double Wave, Anestors, Brothers and Enhaned doublewave lateny gains are quite signi�ant for all hotspot distributions. In partiu-lar, Anestors strategy is around 35% better than Double wave strategy for theBurning distribution, and around 45% better for the Cold distribution.It is worth pointing out that the urves of Figure 5 ould be roughly in-terpreted as �the number of hops versus the number of reahable nodes in theommuniation graph�. Thus, sine the ommuniation graph is a tree, whoseheight is majored by the height of the DR-tree, the urves have a logarithmibehavior. The in�exion point of urves orresponds to the tree's height. Fig-ure 5 shows also that hotspots distribution has small impat on overall lateny;in any ase, eah strategy's urve stabilizes around the same value, whih is aninteresting result for video games sine lateny is always a matter of onernfor them. Furthermore, the zone of interest of a player is very likely to hangeduring the game but, due to the mentioned stabilization, suh a hange willprobably not a�et the game's reativity.6.3 Message loadIn the previous setion we have shown that Anestors, Brothers and Enhaneddouble wave provide signi�ant lateny gains when ompared to Double wave. Inthe following we investigate two metris fan in and fan out whih are related tothe node load. For a given peer, both the fan in and the fan out are dependentof the following three fators:� peer's zone of interest� peer's routing upward ativity INRIA



E�ient �ltering for distributed games 13� peer's routing downward ativityNote that these fators may have very di�erent order of magnitude aordingto the publiation strategy and the level of the peer in the overlay.Fan in evaluation: Figure 6 shows some results related to the fan in metri.The X-axis orresponds to the R-Tree levels. The leftmost level is the root, therightmost level orresponds to the leaves, and the in-between levels orrespondto internal nodes. For the Y-axis, eah bar represents the average fan in ofpeers at a given level. It is worth remarking that standard variation of fan infor peers at eah level is very low.
(a) Cold: 1024 hotspots (b) Warm: 128 hotspots () Hot: 32 hotspots

(d) Burning: 10 hotspotsFigure 6: Fan in versus levelWe an observe in Figure 6 that all strategies (exept Double Wave) areroughly equivalent in terms of fan in, regardless of the hotspot distribution.Sine DR-tree routing avoids false negatives, a peer reeives an event either ifit is interested in the event or if some of its hildren is. In other words, a peerreeives an event only if the latter is in its zone of interest or in its overingzone. The loser to the root a peer is, the large its overing zone is and thusthe higher the number of upgoing events it reeives whih explains why the barsof Figure 6 dereases when the level inreases, independently of the hotspotsdistribution.An interesting remark is that in the ase of the Brothers strategy, the rootpeer fan in is equal to 0 and stritly equivalent to a leaf peer for all hotspotdistributions. As its hildren know eah other, the root peer is not involved inrouting events and thus it reeives only those events in whih it is interested.On the other hand, in the Double wave strategy, internal nodes are more loadedthan with other strategies. This happens beause these nodes an reeive thesame event twie: during the �rst wave when events are only forwarded towardsthe root peer and then during the seond wave when events are �ltered towardsleaf peers. Suh a behavior also explains why the root peer is not the mostloaded one as it never reeives the same event twie.RR n° 7008



14 Arantes & Sens & ValeroFan out evaluation: Figure 7 presents some evaluation results of the fanout metri. Like to the fan in �gure, the X-axis represents the R-Tree levels. Inthe Y-axis, eah bar orresponds to the average fan out of peers at eah level.The standard variation of fan out for peers of a given level is very low.
(a) Cold: 1024 hotspots (b) Warm: 128 hotspots () Hot: 32 hotspots

(d) Burning: 10 hotspotsFigure 7: Fan out versus levelFigure 7 on�rms that all strategies, exept Double Wave, are roughly equiv-alent in terms of fan out for all hotspot distributions. Similarly to the fan in,the loser to the root a peer is, the higher the number of upgoing events it hasto forward to both its father and its hildren whih have interest in them.Two points are worth remarking with regard to the Brothers strategy. Firstly,the internal nodes are slightly more loaded than with other strategies. The ex-planation for it is the �horizontal routing� of suh an strategy whih mostlyinvolves leaves and internal peers in order to redue the ost of event's upwardpropagation. Seondly, as already mentioned in the fan in evaluation, the rootpeer is not engaged in the routing of events. Hene, its fan out is equivalent toa leaf peer for any hotspot distribution.6.4 False positiveAn event is onsidered as a false positive by a peer if the latter is not interestedin it, i.e., if the event is in the peer's overing zone but not in the peer's zoneof interest.Figure 8 presents our evaluation results related to false positives. X-axis isthe levels of the DR-Tree similarly to the fan in and fan out �gures. In theY-axis, eah bar orresponds to the average perentage of false positives forpeers of eah level. As this metri is highly related to the fan in, the standardvariation is also very low.All strategies are equivalent in terms of false positive rate independently ofthe hotspots distribution. For a leaf peer, the zone of interest and overing zoneare equals. Hene, it reeives only events in whih it is interested, i.e., no falsepositive ours. However, the loser to the root a peer is, the wider its overingINRIA
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(a) Cold: 1024 hotspots (b) Warm: 128 hotspots () Hot: 32 hotspots

(d) Burning: 10 hotspotsFigure 8: False positive rate versus levelzone is and thus the higher the hanes that it reeives events that are in itsovering zone but not in its zone of interest whih leads to higher false positiverates.We an also observe in the same �gure that the overall false positive ratedereases with the popularity of the hotspots sine the number of zones ofinterest that overlap inreases as well. The more they overlap, the higher thehanes for a peer to reeive events that are in its zone of interest whih thusleads to slightly lower false positive rate.A third remark is that in the ase of the Brothers strategy, root peer behaveslike a leaf peer. As explained in the desription of this strategy, the root peeronly reeives events in whih it is interested in. Therefore, no false positiveours.6.5 SalabilityWe have onduted the same set of experiments as the ones shown in Figure 5,but with 10,000 peers instead of 1024. Our results are shown in Figure 9.
(a) Cold: 1024 hotspots (b) Hot: 128 hotspotsFigure 9: Total propagation time for 10,000 peers
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16 Arantes & Sens & ValeroThe shape of the urves is quite similar to those of Figure 5 (i.e., simi-lar in�exion points and asymptoti behavior). The 10-times multipliation ofpeers number results in an inrease of the average lateny by 25% for all strate-gies. Suh an overhead an be explained sine lateny is losely related to theommuniation graph's height whih is majored by R-Tree's one whih growslogarithmially with peers number. The DR-Tree we have onsidered in ourexperiments has a degree of (m=4;M=8) whih implies that the height of thetree (and therefore the height of the ommuniation graph) inreases when thenumber of peers grows from 1024 to 10,000. However, an important point to em-phasize is that lateny gains of Anestors, Brothers and Enhaned double wavestrategies in relation to Double wave strategy do not hange when the numberof peers of the network inreases: the former's latenies are around 40% lowerthan the latter's lateny.7 ConlusionIn this paper, we have proposed some extensions to distributed R-Trees whihmeet the requirements of distributed video games. In multiplayer games, par-tiipants share a single instane of the game but eah partiipating node onlyneeds information relevant to his/her assoiated player. Publish/subsribe isthus an interesting approah for multiplayer games for �ltering informationbut also for overoming the problem of salability aused by entralized lient-server arhitetures or broadast ommuniation. Despite salability, publia-tion lateny, redution of noisy events, and load balaning are also essentialonerns in distributed games in order to maintain fairness between players andonserve omputational power and bandwidth of peers. However, traditionalpublish/subsribe protools do not meet these key requirements. To this end,we have proposed in this artile some strutural modi�ations of DR-Trees byadding shortut links in the overlay. Based on the results of extensive evalua-tion experiments, our paper shows that our novel link strutures outperform thetraditional DR-Tree both in lateny and load balaning of peers. Furthermore,they do not entail more false positives and the system sales well.Referenes[1℄ Peersim: A peer-to-peer simulator.[2℄ M.K. Aguilera, R.E. Strom, D.C. Sturman, M. Astley, and T.D. Chandra.Mathing events in a ontent-based subsription system. In PODC, pages53�61, 1999.[3℄ M. Altinel and M.J. Franklin. E�ient �ltering of XML douments forseletive dissemination of information. In VLDB, pages 53�64, 2000.[4℄ E. Aneaume, A.K. Datta, M. Gradinariu, G. Simon, and A. Virgillito. Asemanti overlay for self-* peer-to-peer publish subsribe. In ICDCS, 2006.[5℄ Ashwin Bharambe, Je�rey Pang, and Srinivasan Seshan. Colyseus: a dis-tributed arhiteture for online multiplayer games. In NSDI, pages 12�12,Berkeley, CA, USA, 2006. USENIX Assoiation. INRIA
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